Realigning the Level of Service

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”

Low Volume Roading
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Rotorua

Selwyn Steedman
It’s a Highway to Heaven – Not!

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”

tasman
district council
Local Roads

“...is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Bush and high banks define the alignment well

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Long grass defines the road edge

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Collector Road – Centreline Only

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Item 2.17: New PW18/25 sign combination 100m prior to curve

Item 2.6: New PW67 through curve

Item 2.16: Install dashed centre

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Level Two Road – with out of context corners having sidelines
Collector Roads – Centreline and Edge Lines

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Out of context corners – getting all the ‘bling’
Gravel Roads

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”
Un-Painted Guard Rail

“A community is more sustainable when all the threads pull together as one.”